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The Encyclopedia of Christian Theology, translated from the French Dictionnaire Critique de Théologie 2nd Edition, features over
530 entries, contributed by 250 scholars from fifthteen different countries. Alphabetically arranged entries provide the reader a
critical overview of the main theological questions and related topics, including concepts, events, councils, theologians,
philosophers, movements, and more. Hailed as a "masterpiece of scholarship," this reference work will be of great interest and use
for scholars, students of religion and theology as well as general readers.
Collection of the monthly climatological reports of the United States by state or region with monthly and annual national
summaries.
This book examines contemporary French literature in the light of a widely-held critical notion that it exists ‘in the wake’ of a
period in which avant-garde experimental literature and postmodern writing-about-writing held sway. It looks at five notable current
writers, namely Annie Ernaux, Pascal Quignard, Marie Darrieussecq, Jean Echenoz and Patrick Modiano in the context of the
broader literary scene, to discover how far they continue to pursue the ideas of the previous generation, and how far they have
turned their back on them.
"A ... memoir by 25-year-old Ly Tran about her immigrant experience and her recent family history in the aftermath of the war that
spans from Vietnam to Brooklyn, and ultimately to the Ivy League"-A weekly review of politics, literature, theology, and art.
Foundations of American Political Thought: Readings and Commentary explains American historical concepts and key political
ideas from 1620 to 1910. In this primer for democracy, all verbatim passages and original documents point to their original
intentions and ideological movements. Key terms and basic terminology are incisive and essential for a thorough understanding of
democracy. This book represents the setting and trends that produced sound progress in American political growth.

The second volume of a comprehensive reference work detailing every play written by a British author during the English
Renaissance. This volume covers the years when the London commercial theatres came into existence and the
dominant mode of English drama changed fundamentally from the morality play to the heroic tragedies of Christopher
Marlowe and his contemporaries.
Collection of the monthly climatological reports of the United States by state or region with monthly and annual National
summaries.
A wide-ranging study of violence in Latin literature, across the spectrum of texts and genres from Plautus to Prudentius.
Detailed and comprehensive, the second volume of the Venns' directory, in six parts, includes all known alumni until 1900.
Dick Rosenbaum, born to a Jewish immigrant family in 1930s upstate New York, first met with discrimination as a young boy.
Intensifying his personal struggle was the onset of alopecia hair loss at age 8. Through his new autobiography we learn that Dick
Rosenbaum not only beat the odds but actually turned his hair condition into a major asset which he used to enhance his career
throughout his remarkable life. Rosenbaum traces his career as a Cornell Law student, a practicing attorney in Rochester, New
York, and then head of his county's Republican Committee, which segued into a nomination as the youngest New York Supreme
Court Judge in history. Quickly advancing to the pinnacle of state politics in the 1970s, Rosenbaum was appointed chairman of the
New York Republican Party by millionaire Governor Nelson Rockefeller. This valuable connection would give Rosenbaum entrée
into national politics when Rockefeller assumed the vice presidency under Gerald Ford. Rosenbaum's achievements are
punctuated by his frank reflections on lessons learned from failed runs for the New York governorship, his return to practicing law
in the private sector, and the challenges of balancing family life with public service. Dick Rosenbaum narrates each moment with
his characteristic booming enthusiasm and candid anecdotes, while sharing thoughtful insights derived from witnessing the
shakeups of some 45 years of American political life. Rosenbaum's journey is a unique portrait of self-made success.
The collection of the elder Seneca assembles quotations from scores of declaimers over a period spanning sixty years, from the
Augustan Age through the early decades of the empire. A view is offered onto a literary scene, for this critical period of Roman
letters, that is numerously populated, highly interactive, and less dominated by just a few canonical authors. Despite this potential,
modern readings have often lumped declaimers together en masse and organizational principles basic to Seneca’s collection
remain overlooked. This volume attempts to ‘hear’ the individual speech of declaimers by focusing on two speakers—Arellius
Fuscus, rhetor to Ovid, and Papirius Fabianus, teacher of the younger Seneca. A key organizing principle, informing both the
collection and the practice of declamation, was the ‘shared locus’—a short passage, defined by verbal and argumentative
ingredients, that gained currency among declaimers. Study of the operation of the shared locus carries several advantages: (1) we
appreciate distinctions between declaimers; (2) we recognize shared passages as a medium of communication; and (3) the shared
locus emerges as a community resource, explaining deep-seated connections between declamation and literary works.
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Featuring a fresh layout, revised maps, and more detail than ever before, the seventh edition of Parker's Wine Buyer's Guide offers collectors
and amateurs alike the ultimate resource to the world's best wines. Understanding that buyers on every level appreciate a good deal, Parker
separates overvalued bottles from undervalued, with wine prices instantly shifting according to his evaluations. Indifferent to the wine's
pedigree, Parker's eminent 100-point rating system allows for independent, consumer-oriented, inside information. The latest edition of
Parker's Wine Buyer's Guide includes expanded information on Spain, Portugal, Germany, Australia, Argentina, and Chile, as well as new
sections on Israel and Central Europe. As in his previous editions, Parker provides the reassurance of a simple number rating, predictions for
future buying potential, and practical overviews of regions and grapes. Altogether, an indispensable resource from the man the Los Angeles
Times calls “the most powerful critic of any kind.”
A world list of books in the English language.
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